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A Drive for Better Air Service: How air service imbalances across neighboring regions
integrate air and highway demands
Between 2000-2010, newly merged U.S. airlines decreased service to airports in small and midsized metropolitan regions, opting to consolidate their operations at high-value airport hubs
(passenger transfer points). At this point travelers living in small and mid-sized regions likely
began leaking, or abandoning their local airport to take flights from hub airports offering more
convenient flight options. The extent of this practice, however, is not well established. Our study
asks to what extent airline consolidation deepened the divide in service levels between airports
that are 100-300 miles apart, and seeks to estimate the magnitude of air traveler leakage at small
and medium airports across the U.S. We estimate that travelers living in small and mid-sized
metropolitan regions have the incentive to “leak” from their airport to a distant, better-served
airport. Our estimates suggest that 15.7%-31.8% of the total passengers living proximate to a small
or mid-sized airport have the incentive to leak. Our estimates range from 10.8%-33.0% for
travelers facing a non-stop itinerary from their local airport and 33.3%-85.1% for travelers facing
a connecting itinerary. The potential leaked passengers contribute 1-2.75% of average daily
highway traffic at heavily congested portions of the interstate highways connecting airports and
up to 10-12% of traffic on low density portions of the highway. Our study illustrates the
relationship between interregional surface transportation and the aviation system by estimating the
number of travelers who may choose to travel long distances to access a relatively busier, larger
airport with better service. The results of this study help to shape the evolving role of airport
managers in controlling demand and delay at major hub airports and in building and managing air
service and smaller airports across the U.S.
Keywords: Airport Market Leakage; Airport Planning; Highway Congestion
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1.

Introduction
Airport owners and operators (often called “airport sponsors,” typically cities or sub-or

multi-state authorities), Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), and state transportation
agencies have long come together to plan local roads, rail transit systems, and highways proximate
to airports to facilitate local mobility and reduce congestion. Hub airports with high levels of air
service can be large trip generators for a region; consider that Los Angeles International Airport is
the largest trip generator in the LA region (Giuliano, Gordon, Pan, Park, & Wang, 2010; Gordon
& Richardson, 1996). Thus, planning airport access for passengers and employees within an
airport’s catchment area, or in a region with multiple airports (comprising a Multiple Airport
System), is a critical role for airports in managing local congestion and promoting airport access.
Since the 2000s, however, significant changes in the aviation system have possibly
extended the geography over which passengers engage in an airport choice decision. When seven
major U.S. network airlines merged into three in the 2000s, the newly merged airlines consolidated
their networks: they concentrated flights at their key hubs and reduced flights in smaller,
marginally profitable markets (Fuellhart, Ooms, Derudder, & O’Connor, 2016; Ryerson & Kim,
2013). It is therefore possible that airports that serve as airline hubs, with their relatively higher
levels of air service, were able to expand their catchment areas by attracting more passengers
residing in the catchment areas of relatively smaller airports that lost service due to airline mergers.
The practice of a traveler choosing a substitute airport – typically one that is 100-300 miles away
from their local airport – is broadly referred to as a traveler “leaking” to another airport.
Airports and supporting infrastructures are enormous public investments, made in
anticipation of better serving existing and potential future travel demands. In essence, in planning
airports, planners seek to match the transportation supply to the market demand as best as possible,
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to maximize the efficient usage of public monies. Therefore, airport managers as well as federal,
regional, and highway planners should be concerned with airport market leakage. Leakage
indicates the fluidity with which travelers’ substitute air and surface transportation over a wide
geography possibly leading to an imbalance in infrastructure use. In addition, stemming the
concentration of airport demand on a few airports, rather than spreading this demand out to a
number of regional airports, renders the aviation system vulnerable to outages at large airports and
creates more demand for airport infrastructure in already constrained urban locations. Passengers
leaking to a large airport in a neighboring city could depress air demand at a local airport, thus
perpetuating a vicious cycle of flight levels being reduced and airfares going up, encouraging more
passenger leakage, and so on. Airport market leakage is also an indication of fleeing economic
development. As travelers abandon their local airport, they are reducing the flow of revenue to
their airport from parking fees, concessions, and ticket taxes. In short, leaking travelers contribute
to the deepening of the divide of the economic development potential, both direct and indirect,
across cities (Harrison & Hoyler, 2015).
In the following study, we seek to uncover a) the factors that could have encouraged
leakage in specific air markets in the U.S. (i.e., changes in relative air service and air fare levels at
airports 100-300 miles apart since the mid-2000s) and b) the leakage magnitude, specifically the
number of air travelers with a higher likelihood of choosing a distant, larger airport than their local
airport. We scale the magnitude as a function of the current surface transportation flows and the
airport demands such that the scale of the leakage through the past eight years is established. The
results of this study help to shape the evolving role of airport managers in controlling demand and
delay at hub airports and in building and managing air service at smaller airports across the U.S.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant
literature, including the precipitating events in the aviation system that led to possible service and
fare imbalances at relatively larger and relatively smaller airports and the body of literature that
directly addresses traveler airport and airport access mode choice and airport market leakage. In
section 3 we present our study geographies and evaluate the relative changes in service and airfares
at the airports over our study geographies. In section 4 we present our methodology and estimate
the quantity of passengers leaking to a distant airport and present our findings, for our study
geographies, on the number of travelers leaked from a relatively small to a relatively large airport.
These estimates enable us to compare the volume of traffic generated by leaked passengers and
existing highway volumes on the most-likely traffic route of each passenger. In section 5 we
explore the implications of airport market leakage and then conclude with a discussion about the
role of airports in managing their changing congestion levels and catchment areas.

2. Literature Review
2.1 An Environment Ripe for Airport Market Leakage
Between 2008 and 2013, six major U.S. carriers merged into three – United Airlines with
Continental Airlines (2010), Delta Air Lines with Northwest Airlines (2008), and American
Airlines with US Airways (2013) – during a period of large variations in fuel price and economic
recession. These newly merged airlines consolidated their networks and hub operations and
established fewer, more concentrated airline hubs (Ryerson & Kim, 2013). Hub airports situated
in the largest cities saw their air service strengthen while airports in smaller metropolitan areas lost
significant service (Brueckner, Lee, & Singer, 2013). Fuellhart et al. (2016) find that between 2003
and 2013, hub airports situated in the largest cities (particularly in the Northeast corridor) and
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leisure regions such as Florida and the southeast saw increases in their air service, while airports
in smaller metropolitan areas (airports roughly between the top 50 to 75 of U.S. airports by
passengers carried, particularly in areas such as the Rust Belt, Appalachia, Mississippi Valley, and
parts of Idaho, Montana, and the rest of the Intermountain West) lost significant air service. The
authors develop a map displaying the change in departures, passenger levels, and available seats
and find that airports within 100-300 miles of the busiest airports in the Southeast, the South, the
Midwest, and the West (such the small airports proximate to the hub airports of San Francisco and
Los Angeles CA; Dallas Fort Worth and Houston TX; Atlanta GA; Charlotte NC; Phoenix AZ)
lost passengers and flight frequency while these metrics increased at the hub airports. These
findings indicate the widening discrepancies between 2003 and 2013 in flight frequency, number
of destinations served, and airfares at airports with significant service versus those without.
The service imbalances have caused airports that lost service to actively seek out new air
service. Airport sponsors do not directly control airline or passenger demand; they have, however,
have long sought to attract airlines to their airports, believing that air services stimulate regional
economic development (Brueckner, 2003; Button, Doh, & Yuan, 2010; Button & Taylor, 2000;
Green, 2007; Sheard, 2014). In fact, air service is viewed as so critical to a local economy that
many airport sponsors provide incentive packages funded by airport revenue to retain and build
new service, in the U.S. and throughout the world (Hihara, 2012; Malina, Albers, & Kroll, 2012;
Ryerson, 2016b, 2016a; Smyth, Christodoulou, Dennis, AL-Azzawi, & Campbell, 2012; Smyth et
al., 2012). Incentives may also be used at relatively small airports with little service to reduce
airfare. While airlines may be able to command a premium for travel from their hubs (Borenstein,
1989; Borenstein & Rose, 2007), airlines also raise fares when there is reduced competition in a
market (Brueckner, Dyer, & Spiller, 1992); as a result, many airports in smaller metropolitan areas
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experience relatively higher airfares due to reduced competition. Despite the potential for
incentives to reduce fares at high-fare smaller airports and also build regional economic
development in relatively small metropolitan areas, Ryerson (2016b) found that the airports most
successful in recruiting and retaining new air service through incentives are the largest of the
airports that already serve as airline hubs, rather than the small or medium airports that are
struggling with very little service. Despite their efforts, incentives for new service at the small and
medium airports to provide new flight services – and thus capture more local demand – have not
been successful enough in stemming service losses and possible increases in airfare at these
relatively smaller airports.

2.2 Airport Market Leakage: Definitions and Scope
An airport market, or catchment, is the land area from which passengers are expected to
originate and use the services of a particular airport. A traveler could decide to use their local
airport for their air trip, and from that airport travel to their destination on a non-stop flight or a
connecting flight through a hub airport. An air traveler could also decide to “leak” to an out-ofregion airport and access a large hub airport (typically by driving). From the hub airport the traveler
will likely travel by a non-stop flight to their destination (de Luca, 2012). The motivations of an
air traveler to leak to a distant market are linked to the spatial characteristics of airport markets, as
well as differences in airfares and schedule frequency across airports.
It is clear that the concept of a local vs. neighboring out of region airport is linked to the
definition of catchment. However, there is no general industry-wide consensus on how to define
and measure catchment. Researchers have drawn concentric circles around airports (Fröhlich &
Niemeier, 2011), used population data and functions of distance to estimate airport catchments in
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regions with multiple airports (Fuellhart, 2007; Kaemmerle, 1991; Suau-Sanchez, Burghouwt, &
Pallares-Barbera, 2014), and used logit and other functional forms to estimate passenger choice of
airports (located within a single region) based on the key variables known to influence airport
choice (access time/cost, airfares, air travel time) (Hsu & Wu, 1997; Lieshout, 2012). The
definition of airport catchment and the definition of a traveler leaking from one airport catchment
to another are intrinsically linked; if an air passenger within an airport’s catchment chooses to
travel to a substitute airport for their air travel, this passenger is “leaking” from their airport market
to another (Suzuki, Crum, & Audino, 2003).
Air passengers may leak to a large airport as that airport has more air service than their
local airport. The categories of airports defined by the FAA are as follows: large airports carry at
least 1% of all annual passenger boardings at U.S. Airports; medium airports carry at least 0.25%
but less than 1% of annual passenger boardings; small airports carry at least 0.05% but less than
0.25% of annual passenger boardings; and non-primary airports carry at least 10,000 passengers
but less than 0.05% of annual passenger boardings (Federal Aviation Administration, 2014).
Consider that large airports (including the hub airports of Atlanta, Chicago, New York, and Los
Angeles) have substantial runway and airport infrastructure and many serve as transfer points for
passengers and freight. Airports that fit in the category of large serve between 7.9 and 46.6 million
passengers per year. Medium airports enplane between 1.9 and 6.1 million passengers per year and
do not serve as hubs for a major airline; thus they tend to have a mix of flights that travel directly
to a large hub to facilitate connecting traffic and some non-stop service to other, non-hub markets.
Small airports enplane between 400,000 and 1.8 million passengers per year and serve significantly
fewer flights compared with large and medium airports. Small airports tend to have mostly service
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to large hub airports, enabling connections to a wide range of destinations but not offering nonstop service themselves.

2.3 Multiple Airport Systems and Airport Market Leakage: Differences and Similarities
The key difference between a traveler leaking to an out of region airport versus choosing
between multiple airports within a multiple airport system is the location of the traveler’s true
origin (home, work, etc.) in or outside the origin airport catchment. If a traveler is located within
the catchment area of more than one airport and they choose to travel from one such airport, then
they are making a choice within a multiple airport system (MAS): a system of commercial airports
that serve a single metropolitan region, classified at least as small – airports roughly between the
top 50 to 75 of U.S. airports by passengers carried – by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
(de Neufville & Odoni, 2013). Scholars have established that travelers residing in a MAS choose
airport and flight itineraries jointly, optimizing a set of options (Pels, Nijkamp, & Rietveld, 2003),
including the choice of airport based on low cost airline services (de Neufville, 2006; Tierney &
Kuby, 2008; Vowles, 2001). Others have identified the importance of ground access characteristics
on a traveler’s choice of airport, including the effects of distance and traffic congestion (Innes &
Doucet, 1990), availability of rail transit connections (Hansen, 1995; Monteiro & Hansen, 1996;
Shapiro, 1997) and physical barriers and characteristics (Pels et al., 2003; Windle & Dresner,
1995).
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and airport sponsors in regions with a MAS
regularly engage in planning local surface access to the system of airports. The Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey has long worked with the Regional Planning Agency and spearheaded
the development of the AirTrain, a transit service connecting the two hub airports in the NY
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metropolitan area with the surface transit system (Zupan, Barone, & Lee, 2011). Massport (2013),
the operator of Boston Logan International Airport, collects regular Air Passenger Surveys to
understand the modes by which passengers access their airport. The Regional Airport Planning
Committee (RAPC, 2011) under the Metropolitan Transportation Commission of the San
Francisco Bay Area, surveys passengers at the three international airports in the region to study
airport access mode choice and the spatial distribution of home origins for passengers at all three
airports.
With interregional airport market leakage, air passengers considered to be within the
catchment of one small or medium airport choose to travel by surface transportation (typically
driving) to a large airport, often one that serves as an airline hub. While this phenomenon is well
understood for travelers living in a rural area with an airport with very low service levels such that
it falls below the top 75 airports by passenger count (Grubesic & Wei, 2012), literature on
passengers located in the catchments of small and medium airports leaking to large airports is
nascent. The literature does establish that air travelers within the catchment of a small airport “leak”
across regions in order to take advantage of better, more convenient flight options, lower airfares,
and other amenities at a larger (substitute) airport – features that can override the added cost of
driving long distances to access air travel. The majority of airport market leakage studies apply
regression models to publicly available data of passenger volumes and service attributes such as
airfares and flight frequencies, to show correlation between these features (Fu & Kim, 2016;
Fuellhart, 2003; Lian & Rønnevik, 2011; Phillips, Weatherford, Mason, & Kunce, 2005; Suzuki
et al., 2003; Zhang & Xie, 2005). There are far fewer studies that use primary survey data to study
traveler airport choice between local and substitute airport pairs (de Luca, 2012; Fuellhart, 2007;
Suzuki et al., 2003; Suzuki, Crum, & Audino, 2004).
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Among the most comprehensive studies using primary data is de Luca (2012), who
investigated the airport choice of residents of Italy’s Campania Region, which includes Naples and
is adjacent to Rome. The author collected stated preference data via intercept surveys of Campania
residents, to understand their choices between the Naples airport (local) and two Roman airports
(one large international hub, one smaller), and motivations for doing so. The author estimated
utility functions to look at two choice situations: one where the traveler considers a non-stop flight
(to any destination) from the local or one of the substitute airports, and another where the traveler
considers either a non-stop flight or a connecting flight from the local or substitute airports. The
passenger utility for a non-stop flight itinerary from any of the three airports is set as a function of
airfare, flight frequency, and ground access distance between either the substitute or the local
airport and the destination. The passenger utility function that allows comparisons between
connecting and non-stop flight itineraries from the local or substitute airports is a function of air
travel time, which includes any dwell (connecting) time, ground access travel time, and airfare.
The prevalence of data for airport access studies and the dearth of data for airport market
leakage studies indicate the strength of integrated airport and surface transportation planning
institutions. Local airport access in a MAS is a topic that airports and MPOs have identified as
important for decades; as such, it receives focus, scrutiny, and resources for study. In contrast,
airport market leakage is poorly understood. While some airports (such as Orlando Sanford, as
documented by Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., 2012) engage in leakage studies, the data or
(oftentimes) the studies are not made publicly available. Moreover, the results of airport market
leakage studies are not integrated into surface transportation plans. The TRB Special Report 320
on Interregional Travel in 2016 noted that there is a lack of data on long-distance travel, stemming
from the lack of coordinated funding and planning institutions that cover groups of neighboring
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cities or megaregions. The urban transportation planning community also laments the lack of
institutions for megaregional planning (Dewar & Epstein, 2007; J. E. Innes, Booher, & Di Vittorio,
2010).

3.

Methodology and Data Collection

3.1 Choosing the Study Markets
We choose to focus on a specific subset of airports: small and medium airports within 70300 miles of a large airport in regions of the country. We looked for U.S. airports ranked in the
top 30-75 of enplaned passengers, meaning they are designated by the Federal Aviation
Administration as small or medium airports and are within 70-300 miles of a large (top 30 airport
by enplaned passengers) designated as a hub by a U.S. airline. We choose airport pairs
(small/medium airport and proximate large airport) that are 1) made up of one small or medium
airport and one large airport; 2) located in separate Metropolitan Statistical Areas; 3) at least 70
miles apart and no more than 300 miles apart. We eliminate airport pairs for which the small or
medium airport is within 300 miles of two large airports, since it would be difficult to isolate the
leakage volumes to each of the large airports (as evidenced by Hess, Ryley, Davison, & Adler
(2013)).i
We choose the range of up to 300 miles based on the existing literature. Studies have
estimated and found airport market leakage in the range of 200 miles (Kimley-Horn and
Associates, Inc., 2012). Suzuki et al. (2003) studied and found leakage from Des Moines, IA to
hub airports up to 230 miles away. Studies by Phillips et al. (2005) and Suzuki et al. (2004)
estimated and found airport market leakage for markets separated by 250-260 miles. Given the
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changes in the aviation industry since these studies were conducted (prior to 2005), we broaden
the leakage range to be up to 300 milesii.
Twelve airport pairs and four substitute airports meet our requirements and are the focus
of our study (Figure 1). Our sample includes four large airline hubs: the major airports in the cities
of Atlanta, Charlotte, Phoenix, and Dallas/Fort Worth and one to five local airports surrounding
each hub. We collect data on these airports from 2007 to 2015; we choose this date range to cover
the change in air service immediately prior to the wave of airline mergers and the economic
recession through the present day.
Figure 1 here.

3.2 Collecting, Matching, and Mapping Data
We collect data on air service, airfares, travel distances to air destinations, and surface
ground access distances for our local and substitute airports. For each airport (substitute or local),
we collect the list of destinations for which a connecting and a non-stop itinerary was purchased
from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B,
a 10% sample of all air itineraries purchased); we retain the connecting and non-stop itinerary
information in separate lists for each airport. Finally, we collect the number of non-stop flights per
quarter and the total in-flight time from the BTS Air Carrier Statistics (T-100), and the average
airfare per ticket in each quarter from DB1B for each non-stop and connecting flight itinerary.
We assume that the ground distance a traveler must cover to access their local airport is the
driving distance (network distance) to the local airport from the center of the metropolitan area.
We assume that the ground distance a traveler must cover to access the substitute airport is the
network distance between the local and the substitute airport. We derive a door-to-door airport
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access time from the network distances by assuming speeds of 30 mph (local) or 55 mph
(highway).
It is important to note that while the values for ground distance we will use in the model
formulation discussed below reflect leaking passengers driving to either their local or substitute
airport, there are several leakage corridors where bus services have been improved or expanded to
serve these passengers. For instance, in the Arizona Sun corridor, several bus companies provide
service from Tucson directly to Phoenix International Airport. However, intercity bus services to
airports (existence and uptake by passengers), as well as intercity rail services, continue to be the
exception rather than the norm (Augustin, Gerike, Martinez Sanchez, & Ayala, 2014; Kanafani &
Abbas, 1987; Sperry, Larson, Leucinger, Janowiak, & Morgan, 2012). Our results will represent
the likelihood that a particular traveler will choose either the substitute or the local airport if driving
is their mode of access; a traveler may, in practice then, choose to take another mode.

3.3 Changes in Air Transportation Supply in the Study Markets
We compare the local and substitute airport on the following key metrics over the study
period: domestic passengers (and split across airlines); international and domestic departures; and
airfare. We do so to understand 1) the quantity of air service, and the quality of that air service,
across airports and regions, and 2) the change in the distribution and quality of air service over
time. These comparisons begin with Table 1, which captures the departures per year at the
substitute and local airports, with the departures per year at the local airport shown as a percentage
of the departures at the substitute airport.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics of Departures per Year at the Substitute Airport and the Percent Difference
between the Departures at the Local and Substitute Airport.
a) Atlanta and Local Airports
Departures
Percent Difference Between the Departures at the Local and Substitute
per Year
Airport
Year
Atlanta
Birmingham
Knoxville
Savannah
Huntsville
Chattanooga
(ATL)
(BHM)
(TYS)
(SAV)
(HSV)
(CHA)
2007
472,369
5.68%
4.72%
3.40%
2.99%
1.75%
2011
445,553
5.10%
4.47%
3.17%
3.04%
1.66%
2015
426,365
4.43%
3.89%
3.33%
2.24%
1.71%
b) Charlotte and Local Airports
Departures per Year
Year
2007
2011
2015

Charlotte
(CLT)
227189
245243
250222

Percent Difference Between the Departures at the Local and
Substitute Airport
Greensboro
Columbia
Charleston
(GSO)
Metropolitan (CAE)
(CHS)
11.09%
7.11%
9.22%
7.55%
5.10%
8.43%
6.29%
4.26%
9.01%

c) Dallas and Phoenix and Local Airports

Year
2007
2011
2015

Departures per
Year
Dallas
(DFW)
321106
305210
322070

Percent Difference Between the Departures at the Local and Substitute
Airport
Shreveport
Oklahoma City
Phoenix
(SHV)
(OKC)
(PHX)
Tucson (TUS)
3.14%
9.40%
223623
13.50%
2.56%
8.37%
200513
12.74%
2.18%
7.20%
189177
12.26%

Overall, it is clear that the substitute, hub airports overwhelm the local airports in terms of
the number of departures. Consider that Atlanta airport experienced fluctuations of 40,000
departures per year during the study period, roughly 9% of the total departures 2015; these minor
fluctuations are roughly double the number of total departures at the local airports (the local
airports have between 8,000 and 27,000 departures per year). The differences in the number of
departures are less dramatic for the other substitute/local airport pairs yet the gap is still stark, with
the large hubs typically having 10 times the departures compared to the local airport. There is
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variability in the number of departures in both the hub and local airports. This variability could be
attributed to an airline introducing a new route and then cancelling that route, flights added or
reduced at the substitute airport, or airlines using larger aircraft and thus consolidating flights into
fewer departures. The variability over time trend mirrors the national trend in the supply of air
service. Airlines significantly reduced their supply of flights at the local airports and increased
airfares at the local airport after the recession and the peak in fuel prices in 2008. Post 2008, flight
levels have grown tentatively at small and medium airports (Fuellhart et al., 2016).
As passengers and departures are strongly correlated (found by Ryerson & Kim, 2013 and
Shaw, 1993), the same trends hold for passengers. The distribution of passengers across airlines
(Table 2) sheds light on the different characters and offerings of each airport. Consider Atlanta: 70%
of the passengers are served by the major hub airline, Delta Air Lines. The next largest airline by
passenger volume is Southwest Airlines, a low-cost carrier. Atlanta therefore has both the character
of a major hub airport with many unique international and domestic destinations and an airport
that offers relatively low-fare point to point service. Phoenix, another hub airport, has almost an
equal divide between the passengers carried on the hub airline (American Airlines) and on
Southwest Airlines. Dallas and Charlotte are more traditional hubs, with a major carrier (American
Airlines in both cases) dominating the service. For the local airports, the passengers are mostly
carried on small regional airlines operating connecting service for the major hub airlines. Only
Oklahoma City, Charleston, and Tucson have their second largest airline (in terms of passengers
carried) as Southwest Airlines. This is notable as much of the conventional wisdom is that low
cost carriers favor secondary airports (Tierney & Kuby, 2008; Vowles, 2001).
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Table 2. Summary Statistics of Passengers per Year at the Local and Substitute Airport and the Distribution of Passengers Across the Airlines
Serving the Local and Substitute Airports.

Airport

Passengers on all
flights in 1000s (in
parenthesis, Percent
difference between
local and substitute
airport enplaned
passengers)

Percent of Passengers at Each Local Airport Carried by Each Airline
Major Airlines

Low Cost Airline

Other
American

Delta

Southwest

73.5%
22.4%

10.4%

Atlanta
Chattanooga

87867
778.4 (0.9%)

Knoxville

1676 (1.9%)

Birmingham

2645 (3.0%)

28.4%

Savannah

1958.4 (2.2%)

37.6%

Huntsville

1038.78 (1.2%)

36.3%

Charlotte

40877

3.8%

35.3%

Columbia

1067 (2.6%)

23.1%

41.2%

Charleston

3329 (8.1%)

27.0%

55.4%

Greensboro

1683 (4.1%)

24.8%

58.1%

Dallas
Oklahoma City
Shreveport

Regional Airlines

PSA

18.8%

17.6%

55631

67.3%

3585 (6.4%)

11.1%

583.94 (1.0%)

ExpressJet

Envoy Air

34.8%

16.1%
42.8%

26.6%

54.6%

33.2%

38.5%
18.3%

44.1%
20.2%

43.5%

35.6%
17.2%
7.9%

36.0%
7.8%

24.8%
52.9%

76.0%

Phoenix

31681

52.2%

43.4%

4.4%

Tucson

11802 (37%)

5.9%

8.3%

85.7%

16.1%
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To compare airfare (Figure 2), we estimate the percent difference in fares for itineraries
from the local and substitute airport with the same destination (discarding destinations served by
the substitute airport that are not directly served by the local destination). We do so comparing 1)
non-stop itineraries from the local and the substitute airports and 2) connecting itineraries from
local airports and non-stop itineraries from substitute airports. We take a weighted average of each
percent difference across destinations for each local-substitute airport pair.
Overall, as seen in Figure 2, airfares at the local airports are between 20% lower and 60%
higher compared with those at their substitute airports across our study airport pairs. Airfares at
local airports are mostly – and overwhelmingly in some cases – higher than those offered at their
substitute airports. Airfares for connecting itineraries at the local airport generally appear to be
higher than for non-stop flights at their substitute airports, in some cases 20-60% higher. Airfares
for direct itineraries at the local airport are between 20% lower and 10% higher than those at the
substitute airport. While direct flights from local airports might be relatively commensurately
priced with those from the substitute airports. There is a great deal of variability (and volatility)
across the study years of 2007-2015 in terms of fares, with fares at the local airports, compared to
the substitute airports, tending to be their highest from 2007-2012.

4.

Estimating Local Airport Market Share and Airport Market Leakage
For each local-substitute airport pair, we predict the passenger market share for travel to a

destination from the local versus substitute airport for travelers beginning their trip proximate to
the local airport. We do this by applying a simple binary logit model, under the assumption that
air travelers in the local airport market catchment will choose to depart from either the local or
substitute airport. We use this estimate to, in turn, calculate the estimated number of passengers
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“leaked” from the local airport market catchment in each year of the study period across all
identified travel destinations. We predict market share for air service provided at the local airport
for all destinations served by the local airport, both via direct service and connecting service.
To calculate utilities, and ultimately, market shares of the local airport for direct and
connecting travel, we collect the values of the utility function variables from the publicly available
data described in the previous section. Calculating the utilities also requires the coefficients on the
variables that enter into the utility function: coefficients that explain the impacts of airfare,
frequency, time, and distance on airport choice. Using relevant literature, we collect coefficient
values and explore the sensitivity of the results to these coefficients through scenario analysis.
4.1 Models of Local Airport Market Share
Let 𝑖 be a single airport, either substitute or local, that is contained in the set I which
includes all study airports (𝑖 ∈ 𝐼). Let 𝑠 and 𝓁, 𝑠, 𝓁 ⊆ 𝐼 be elements that represent a substitute or
local airport, respectively. In our sample set, there are 12 local airports and four substitute airports,
rendering 12 unique 𝑠 ‒ 𝓁 pairs. For each 𝑠 ‒ 𝓁 pair, we estimate the likelihood that a passenger
located proximate to 𝓁 headed to destination 𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 either 1) chooses a non-stop itinerary to j from
𝓁 compared with a non-stop itinerary from 𝑠 and 2) chooses a connecting itinerary to j from 𝓁 vs.
a non-stop itinerary from 𝑠.
For each 𝑠 ‒ 𝓁 pair, we predict the market share of s for an average traveler in its catchment,
and calculate the estimated number of leaked passengers every year from 𝑠’ s catchment ∀𝑗. We
present a disaggregate choice model that predicts, for a given traveler choosing between 𝑠 and 𝓁
for each 𝑠 ‒ 𝓁 pair, the likelihood that a passenger will choose to travel from 𝑠. Upon establishing
this model, we use it to 1) predict the market share of the local airport 𝓁 for an average traveler in
the local airport catchment and 2) calculate the estimated number of leaked passengers every year
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from the local airport (𝓁) market catchment. If we assume that air travelers will choose to depart
from 𝓁 or 𝑠, we can calculate the aggregate market share for 𝓁 using a binary logit model.
Consider the model structure proposed by de Luca (2012) to study the airport choice of
residents of Italy’s Campania Region. de Luca (2012) estimated utility models for the choice of
traveling non-stop from each of the three airports (1 local and 2 substitute), as well as traveling
either non-stop or with connection. We have adapted de Luca’s utility function for non-stop
itineraries to estimate the market share of travelers in the catchment of the local airport seeking to
travel to destinations served directly from the local airport. We use the more flexible utility
function (that includes the air travel time variable) to estimate the market share of travelers in the
catchment of the local airport seeking to travel to a destination by connecting trip.
Based on de Luca’s model, in our work we specify two choice situations that could be
available to an air traveler traveling to destination 𝑗: 1. Travel non-stop from local airport 𝓁 or
substitute airport 𝑠, or 2. Travel with a connecting flight from 𝓁 or non-stop from substitute airport
𝑠. These are meant to capture travel situations where a traveler either has non-stop options from
both airports, or a non-stop option from the substitute airport but only a connecting option from
the local.
𝑛

𝑛

A traveler’s utility for a non-stop flight itinerary from either 𝓁 or 𝑠 to 𝑗 (𝑈𝓁𝑗 and 𝑈𝑠𝑗 from
Eqn 1) is a function of airfare, flight frequency, and ground access distance (Equation 1). Equation
2 shows the utility for a passenger considering a connecting itinerary from the local airport 𝓁 or
𝑐

𝑐

non-stop itinerary from the substitute airport 𝑠(𝑈𝓁𝑗 and 𝑈𝑠𝑗), which is a function of air travel time
(including any dwell, or connecting, time), ground access travel time, and flight frequency.
Although we consider non-stop itineraries from the substitute airport in both choice situations, we
have specified a different equation for the choice to travel from 𝑠 for each choice situation, because
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of the different variables that have been found by de Luca (2012) to influence choice in situation
2 (equation 2) versus those of situation 1 (equation 1). While de Luca specified the function in a
flexible manner, to allow for air travel time and ground access travel time variables to enter into
the utility function non-linearly, other studies based on U.S. data have found that non-linear
specifications are not significant in airport choice (Hess, Adler, & Polak, 2007). Therefore, we use
de Luca’s functional form (2012), but assuming linear relationships between explanatory and
dependent variables.
We calculate airport market share in each of the two situations above. Equation 3 represents
the market share of the local airport 𝓁 where non-stop flights are available from both airports to 𝑗,
𝑛

𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗; equation 4 represents the market share of the local airport 𝓁 where a connecting flight is
available from 𝓁 but nonstop is available from substitute airport 𝑠.
𝑛

The market share models are then used to estimate 𝑇𝓁𝑗, the number of travelers that have
“leaked” from the local airport 𝓁 to the substitute 𝑠 who choose between non-stop itineraries to j
𝑐

at both airports, and 𝑇𝓁𝑗, the number of travelers that have “leaked” from 𝓁 to 𝑠 who choose
between a connecting itinerary from 𝓁 and a non-stop itinerary from 𝑠 to j, shown in Eqns 5 and 6.
𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

𝑐

c

c

c

( 𝑛)

𝑛

(1)

𝑐

(2)

𝑈𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼𝐹𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑓𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑔𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 𝓁 𝑜𝑟 𝑠
𝑈𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝜁𝐹𝑖𝑗 + 𝜋 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑡𝑖𝑗) + 𝜃 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 𝓁 𝑜𝑟 𝑠
𝑒

𝑛

𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗 =
𝑒

𝑛
𝑉𝓁𝑗

𝑛
𝑉𝓁𝑗

+𝑒

𝑛

(3)

𝑐

(4)

𝑉𝑠𝑗

𝑐

𝑐

𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗 =

𝑒
𝑐
𝑉𝓁𝑗

𝑉𝓁𝑗
𝑉𝑠𝑗

𝑒 +𝑒
𝑛
𝑃𝓁𝑗
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑇𝓁𝑗 =
‒ 𝑃𝓁𝑗; 𝑇𝓁 =
𝑛
𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗

∑𝑗𝑇𝓁𝑗𝑛

(5)
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𝑐

𝑐

𝑇𝓁𝑗 =

𝑃𝓁𝑗

𝑐

𝑐
𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗

Where:
𝑖

𝑐

‒ 𝑃𝓁𝑗; 𝑇𝓁 =

∑𝑗𝑇𝓁𝑗𝑐

(6)

𝜀𝑖𝑗, 𝜀𝑖𝑗

is the departure airport; 𝑖 = 𝓁 is the local airport while 𝑖 = 𝑠 is the substitute
airport.
is the destination airport.
connecting itinerary
nonstop itinerary
is the utility of choosing Airport 𝑖 to travel to destination airport j on non-stop (𝑛)
itineraries from both airports.
is the utility of choosing Airport 𝑖 to travel to j on a connecting (𝑛) itinerary (from
airport 𝓁) or non-stop itinerary (from airport 𝑠)
is the deterministic utility of choosing airport 𝑖 in situation 1 (𝑛: non-stop from
both) or situation 2 (𝑐: nonstop from 𝑠, connecting from 𝓁).
is the stochastic error term.

𝐹𝑖𝑗, 𝐹𝑖𝑗

is the average airfare (in hundreds of US dollars) from airport 𝑖 to 𝑗.

𝑗
c
𝑛
𝑛
𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑐

𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑛

𝑐

𝑉𝑖𝑗, 𝑉𝑖𝑗
𝑛

𝑛

𝑐

𝑐

𝑛
𝑓𝑖𝑗

is the flight frequency from airport 𝑖 to 𝑗, choice situation 1 (non-stop from both 𝓁
or 𝑠)
is the travel time (in-flight time + dwell time) from airport 𝑖 to 𝑗.
𝑡𝑖𝑗
is the average ground access distance to airport 𝑖.
𝑔𝑖
is the average ground access time to airport 𝑖.
𝑚𝑖
are coefficients.
𝛼,𝛽,𝛾,𝜁,𝜋,𝜃
𝑛
𝑐
is the number of passengers traveling from 𝓁 to j on non-stop (𝑛) and connecting
𝑃𝓁𝑗, 𝑃𝓁𝑗
itineraries (𝑐).
𝑛
𝑐
𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗, 𝑀𝑆𝓁𝑗 is the market share for airport 𝓁 (compared with 𝑠), on non-stop (𝑛) or connecting
(𝑐) itineraries to 𝑗
𝑛
𝑐
is the number of passengers that leak from airport 𝓁 to s, on non-stop (𝑛) or
𝑇𝓁𝑗, 𝑇𝓁𝑗
connecting (𝑐) itineraries to 𝑗
4.2 Choice of Coefficients for Market Share Model Inputs
To calculate utilities and ultimately market shares using the model of Eqns 1-6, we need
the values of the variables in the utility functions as well as the values for the parameters on airfare,
frequency, travel time, ground access distance, and ground access time (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜋, 𝛾 and 𝜃,
respectively).
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de Luca (2012) produced estimates of the coefficients; we use these coefficients as well as
coefficients two standard errors around the base value, representing upper and lower bound
coefficient values. We explore the meaning of the base values of the coefficients, as well as the
sensitivities of the choice probabilities to the base values – for example, observing how the choice
probabilities are impacted when passengers place a higher than average value on airfare, or travel
distance. Exploring the sensitivities of the results to the coefficient values is critical given that we
are not empirically estimating the coefficient values but rather applying these coefficient values to
estimate and bound airport market leakage. Air travel survey data that would populate the
coefficients on the model explored in this research is not readily available and would require an
extensive data collection effort. Before executing a large survey, we sought intuition about whether
this problem may be one significant and important enough to warrant such an effort. Hence, we
used de Luca’s coefficients as a guide, around which we estimate the sensitivity of the results, to
gain some understanding of the possible scale of the airport leakage problem. A finding that airport
market leakage is of great significance would be a call for a larger, more long-term line of research
inquiry for the entire field.
We begin by presenting the values of the coefficient estimates that we will use in the market
share modeling (Table 3). The values labeled as “base” are from the utility functions estimated by
de Luca (2012). To explore sensitivities to the base values – for example, in a scenario where
passengers place a higher than average value on airfare, or travel distance, we add or subtract two
standard errors from the base value. For the variables of airfare, flight frequency, and travel time,
variables for which lower values at the local airport would favor the local airport, we subtract two
standard deviations from the base values; for the variable of ground access distance and access
time, we add two standard deviations. The “lower bound” coefficients all represent coefficients
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that would favor a passenger choosing their local airport. The lower bound value of the airfare
coefficient means that a passenger does not value airfare highly: a passenger that values airfare
highly is likely to be more predisposed to travel to the substitute airport. The lower bound value
of distance indicates a passenger that values distance highly; this traveler thus has a higher
likelihood of travel through the local airport.
The airfare elasticities that result from the base value estimates, for an airfare increase
ranging from 10% to 50%, are reported by de Luca (2012) to be between -.9 and -4.8 for the local
airport. The elasticities of flight frequency, over the same percent increase range, are between .4
to 1.9. We can compare these values to those estimated by others in the literature. The International
Air Transport Association (IATA) summarizes the literature up through 2005 and finds wide
disagreement in elasticity estimates of air demand. From a synthesis of the literature, the authors
estimate that the airfare elasticity for intra-Europe flights is -1.30 while price elasticity for U.S.
domestic flights is -0.83. The study, however, asserts that the values found across the literature
vary widely and that the demand is not necessarily consistently more elastic for intra-Europe
flights compared to U.S. domestic flights. More recently, Brueckner (2009) assumes perfectly
elastic demand to airfare without loss of generality. Granados, Gupta, & Kauffman (2011) find
perfect elasticity empirically for business travelers and leisure travelers, estimating the elasticity
of demand to airfare being -1.03 to -1.1. Bhadra (2010) finds that, among metropolitan areas served
by a small airport, that the airfare elasticity of demand is -1.3. Berry & Jia (2010) find that,
compared with the late 1990s, in 2006 the price elasticity of air travel demand increased by 8%;
with their 2006 estimate for air fare price elasticity being -2.1.
Table 3. Coefficients estimated by de Luca (2012) for utility equations (1 and 2).
Coefficients used in Equation 1
(Standard error)

Coefficients used in Equation 2
(Standard error)
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Ground
access
distance
𝛾

Airfare

Travel Time

Ground
access time

𝜁

𝜋

𝜃

kilometers

euros

hours

minutes

0.36
(0.13)

-0.85
(-0.25)

-1.1
(13)

-0.047
(2.8)

-1.57
(8.4)

0.09

-1.35

-0.93

-0.01

-1.94

Airfare

Frequency

𝛼

𝛽

Units of
Coefficient
(inverse)

euros

No. of daily
flights

Base

-0.18
(-0.08)

Lower Bound

-0.02

Note: The coefficient on airfare is in euros and distance in kilometers; going forward we assume the value of one
euro to be equal to the value of one dollar across our study period which is consistent with the exchange rate in
2015.

5. Estimating Airport Market Leakage
5.1 Passengers Leaked from Each Airport Catchment
Using the adapted de Luca model, we estimate the number of travelers who are likely to
use the local airport, as well as the market share of the local airport for travel to different
destinations. We estimate the number of travelers using the base coefficients, and then separate
models varying one of the coefficients to its “lower bound” level. As the most conservative values
result from varying the coefficients that capture ground access distance and time; we present the
results when the coefficients on ground access distance and time represent “high” values of time
as our lower bound.
Figure 3 presents the total number of passengers leaked from the local to the substitute
airport and Figure 4 presents the estimated total number of leaked passengers divided by the total
number of passengers that could be considered to be within the local airport catchment per year
(the sum of the total passengers at the local airport and the leaked passengers). Table 4 then breaks
down the results of Figure 4 by passengers looking for connecting flights and passengers looking
for non-stop flights.

Figure 3 and 4 here.
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At each individual local airport, we see that approximately 58,000 to 700,000 travelers
annually leak from a local airport to a large substitute airport, with a median value of 201,514
travelers in 2015. The implication is that each local airport is unable to capture and serve these
passengers because, for these passengers, the service at the substitute airport is more attractive.
In Figures 3 and 4 we see that the trends in the number of leaked passengers change over
time, with the most marked changes occurring in the later years (about 2012-2015). The market
shares for the local airports were at their lowest between 2008 and 2012, but they appear to rise
between 2012 to 2015. This reflects the contraction of the aviation market from 2008 to 2012,
when the airlines reduced their services, particularly in short haul markets. As flights were added
after 2012 when the aviation market experienced some expansion, the market shares for local
airports began to grow and the number of leaked passengers decreased. This trend of decreased
market leakage for local airports in the Texas Triangle/Gulf Coast regions does not hold post-2013.
In this region, Shreveport has fewer than 10,000 flights per year and Oklahoma City has 30,000
compared with Dallas Fort Worth’s 320,000 (Figure 2); in addition, the gap between air service
frequencies at these airports has grown over time. Dallas strengthened its position as a hub not just
relatively to the local airports but with actual growth in air service; this was to the detriment of the
local airports.
To put the number of total travelers who may “leak” into further context, Figure 4 includes
the percent of leaked passengers from a local airport in a year divided by the total passengers
carried by the local airport that year. We find this percentage to generally be in the 15.7%-31.8%
range for the different airport pairs. The interpretation of this percentage is that each local airport
is not capturing a possible 15.7%-31.8% more passengers than it carried/carries in any particular
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year. The numbers in Table 4 present the value sin Figure 4 broken down by non-stop and
connecting travel. The median shares of passengers captured at local airports are 83.4% in 2015
for direct itineraries and 42.3% in 2015 for connecting itineraries. The local airport market shares
for direct flights are well above the market shares for connecting travel. The local airport passenger
market shares for direct flights are between 67.0-89.2%, with most values around 80%; for
connecting flights this ranges between 15.0-66.7%, with most values in the 20-30% range. In short,
a local airport typically commands the largest share of their passenger catchment market when
they offer the option of flying directly to destinations; when passengers must connect to their final
destination, they are much less likely to use their local airport. The overall leakage is estimated to
amount to between 15% and nearly 32%, which suggests that airport passenger leakage may be
occurring at significant rates in the various regions of the U.S., which in turn suggests a substantial
amount of travel (if not distance, then at least the time) spent on the ground accessing these major
hub airports.
Table 4. Share of Passengers Within the Local Airport Catchment that are Estimated to Prefer a
Flight Option from the Local Airport.
Local airport

Local market share,
Direct flights

Local market share,
Connecting flights

% Total Local
Passengers Leaked

Atlanta
Knoxville

80.4%

32.1%

25.4%

Huntsville

83.3%

26.4%

25.2%

Birmingham

87.1%

42.3%

21.5%

Savannah

89.2%

59.9%

15.7%

Chattanooga

71.5%

66.7%

16.2%

Charlotte
Charleston

67.0%

58.6%

26.0%

Greensboro

81.7%

59.9%

19.3%

Columbia

84.2%

65.3%

19.9%

Dallas
Oklahoma City

85.0%

31.1%

26.9%

Shreveport

85.4%

15.0%

31.8%
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Phoenix
Tucson

83.4%

26.1%

31.1%

Overall, across all markets, local airports are able to retain 80% of travelers facing a direct
flight but less than 50% of air travelers facing a connecting flight. There are few studies upon
which to validate the results. Back in 1999, the Iowa Department of Transportation (1999)
estimated that 31% of the total number of passengers originating in the Des Moines airport
catchment (a local airport) leak to an out of region airport, results that are supported by the
sensitivity analysis of market share for local airports by Fu & Kim (2016) in the U.S. and Lian &
Rønnevik (2011) in Norway. In Canada, Edmonton International Airport estimated that 750,000
Edmonton-area residents flew through Calgary International Airport annually, a hub airport 179
miles south of downtown Edmonton (Jang, 2010).

5.2 Highway Traffic due to Airport Market Leakage
We estimate the proportion of traffic on interstate highways connecting local to substitute
airports that may be attributed to travelers driving long distances between the catchment of the
local airport to/from a substitute airport. To do so, we take the ratio of the travelers leaked to the
substitute airport per day and the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) on the major interstate
highway that links the two airports. We collect Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) for two
points along each interstate highway route connecting the substitute airport pairs from State DOT
websites (see Figure 1). The first is the lowest volume point on the corridor; the second is the
highest volume point. Collecting two AADT values for each corridor, each year, allows us to
identify an upper and lower bound of traffic between the local and substitute airport. Figure 1
shows the locations we collected AADTs. We then divide the passengers leaked from the local to
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the substitute airport by the AADT. For local airports that share a route with another local airport
to the substitute airport, we add the number of passengers leaked to the substitute from both local
airports together to estimate a share of highway traffic attributed to both local airports.
It should be noted that we assume that each passenger travels in their own vehicle for
purposes of calculation. This assumption is supported by the data. DB1B, the 10% sample of all
air itineraries purchased collected by the FAA, includes a variable capturing how many people are
booked on a single itinerary. Analyzing that data reveals that, for all itineraries booked departing
from our study airports, the 90th percentile of the number of passengers booked on an itinerary for
each airport is 1, reflecting an individual traveling alone. It is certainly possible that people
traveling together book individual itineraries. However, we present results assuming one passenger
per vehicle and invite the reader to factor down the results given the load factor of the vehicle one
might wish to assume.
Table 5. Data sources for highway AADT and estimates of highway traffic attributed to leaked
passengers accessing a substitute airport in 2015.
Low AADT
High
Base

High

I-75
I-85

2.53%
1.31%

2.74%
1.49%

1.34%
0.91%

1.45%
1.04%

I-16

2.25%

2.60%

0.24%

0.27%

TX DOT
AZ DOT
OK & TX
DOT

I-20

2.56%

2.64%

1.00%

1.03%

I-10

8.57%

9.32%

1.49%

1.62%

I-35

11.04%

12.07%

2.18%

2.38%

SC DOT
Alabama
DOT

I-77

7.23%

10.09%

1.97%

2.75%

I-20

8.12%

8.94%

1.62%

1.78%

Substitute
Airport

Local Airport

Data Source

Atlanta

Chattanooga
& Knoxville

Georgia
DOT

Charlotte

Greensboro

Atlanta

Savannah

NC DOT
Georgia
DOT

Dallas

Shreveport

Phoenix

Tucson
Oklahoma
City
Columbia &
Charleston
Huntsville &
Birmingham

Dallas
Charlotte
Atlanta

Highway

High AADT
Base

Table 5 shows the percent of daily traffic that might be able to be attributed to passengers
leaking to a substitute airport in 2015. The results are organized by local and substitute airport
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pairs, either a single local-substitute pair or multiple local airports that might be connected to the
substitute airport by the same highway, and two AADT levels (high and low points along the
highway). The high AADT points represent segments of the highway that are very close to the
large cities served by the substitute airport, while the low AADT points represent rural, less
trafficked areas.
Across our study airport pairs, the percentage of traffic attributed to travelers driving to a
substitute airport is generally between 0.05% and 12%, depending on the year and airport pair.
The range between the high and the low AADT sections can be quite large across highways
connecting the different airport pairs studied. The low AADT sections of highway clearly see the
highest percentage of traffic attributable to airport market leakage, as these sections see relatively
low levels of traffic. Low trafficked areas, such as those seen in the more rural areas of Arizona,
South Carolina, Alabama, and Oklahoma, might see up to 10-12% of their daily traffic coming
from people driving to Dallas for air service. However, those same volumes from leaking
passengers are less than 2% of the traffic in high traffic areas.

6. The Implications of Leaky Markets
In the following section, in light of our empirical findings, we explore the implications and
the future of airport market leakage. We begin with why transportation planners should be
concerned with airport market leakage particularly in the areas of traffic, the environment, and
economic development. We then explore how incentives for new air service could be exacerbating,
rather than stemming, airport market leakage. We conclude with the future of airport market
leakage with advances in vehicle technologies.
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6.1 Megaregional Trends: Traffic, the Environment, and Economic Development
The deepening in the divide in air service between neighboring regions may lead to
increased traffic on the roads as travelers seek out lower airfares at distant airports. Our estimates
indicate that, for most local and substitute airport pairs, .05% to 12% of highway traffic can be
attributed to travelers accessing large airports. These quantitative estimates of traffic due to airport
market leakage establish the importance of integrated air and surface transportation planning. Our
results suggest that the imbalance of air transportation service and usage in regions throughout the
U.S. may be contributing to intercity highway volumes.
The imbalance of air transportation service between neighboring regions (or, within a
megaregion) may exacerbate congestion in areas that are already congested. To put the percentages
of AADT attributed to travelers accessing substitute airports in perspective, consider that reducing
vehicle miles traveled by 1% or less is a major initiative of planners and policymakers; this
seemingly small number can potentially have significant environmental (Chester & Horvath, 2009;
Ryerson, Hansen, Hao, & Seelhorst, 2015) and mobility benefits (Choo, Mokhtarian, & Salomon,
2005). Congestion acts as an access restriction to different opportunities (Levine, Inam, & Torng,
2005); our findings point to how local mobility in major cities might be significantly impaired by
interregional travel. And while airport travel may not coincide with typical morning and afternoon
peak periods, megaregions are well known for their relatively flat congestion profiles and their
growing congestion (Ross, 2012).
Added traffic in megaregions will also have environmental and economic development
consequences. While in this study we do not do perform a full environmental accounting of airport
market leakage, the possibility that travelers are opting to drive instead of fly could lead to an
overall higher level of environmental emission from the transportation system. Consider that
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aircraft have a large fixed fuel consumption attributed to operating the flight; the fewer passengers
on that aircraft, the higher the overall emissions per passenger (Levinson, Mathieu, Gillen, &
Kanafani, 1997). Chester & Horvath (2009) find that the per passenger mile emissions of a
conventional sedan are larger than those of a small aircraft used to connect a local airport to a hub
or other local airport. A leaking passenger is thus substituting an air trip with a less
environmentally efficient auto trip; it is therefore possible that an environmental efficient solution
to highway traffic is to encourage more air service at local airports. A full environmental and social
cost analysis would require a careful analysis of the added auto trip and possible reduced flights;
moreover, it should also include the impacts of emissions on human health (which are dependent
on geography per Nahlik et al. (2016)) as well as any differences in accident risk and likelihood
(as highways have a higher accident risk per Levinson et al. (1997)).
Finally, the traffic due to airport market leakage is a very physical indication of fleeing
economic development. As travelers abandon their local airport, they are reducing the flow of
revenue to their airport from parking fees, concessions, and ticket taxes; in short, these travelers
are furthering the divide between economic development potential, both direct and indirect, across
cities within a megaregion (Harrison & Hoyler, 2015). Passengers leaking to a substitute airport
could depress air demand at a local airport, thus perpetuating a vicious cycle of flight levels being
reduced and airfares going up, thus encouraging more passenger leakage.

6.2 Air Service Incentives
Through an analysis of air service trends in Figure 2, we compared how airports have
grown or contracted during the study period; through Figure 3 we explored how these trends
impact leakage. One of the mechanisms through which airports grow their air service is through
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Air Service Incentive Programs (ASIPs). The FAA allows airport sponsors to fund an ASIP with
their revenues collected from non-aeronautical sources and use them to waive the fees airlines pay
to land aircraft and to rent gate space for one to two years, and/or pay for marketing programs, for
airlines launching new air service at the airport. The goal of many ASIPs is to add non-stop flights
to new destinations not previously directly connected to an airport, and to attract new carriers that
can help reduce fares overall at an airport. Our findings provide strong justification that ASIPs at
small and medium airports can help airport managers attract passengers from their local catchment
by increasing the non-stop offerings to new destinations and by reducing fares. As local airports
were able to retain roughly 80% of travelers who had the option of traveling non-stop from their
local airport, ASIPs targeted at building air service to new destinations could be very helpful at
stemming leakage. In addition, air service incentives that reduce airfare at a local airport could
also help reduce the incentive for a passenger to leak.
While ASIPs could be helpful in stemming leakage at small and medium airports, Ryerson,
(2016b) finds that it is the larger airports, and not the small and medium airports, that maintain
ASIPs and are able to recruit and retain new air service under these ASIPs. Among the airports in
our study sample, it is Dallas that has been the most successful at recruiting new air service since
2010 (Dallas recruited flights to 22 new domestic and 11 new international routes between 2012
and 2015Q1 alone, experiencing some of the highest growth in new flight routes for large hub
airports during that time). None of the local airports except Oklahoma City were confirmed to
maintain an ASIP during this study period. However, maintaining an ASIP does not necessarily
mean that an airport is successfully recruiting flights, and indeed Oklahoma City was unsuccessful
in recruiting any new flights between 2012 and 2015Q1 with their ASIP. It is possible that the
presence of an active air service incentive program at a large airport accelerated airport market
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leakage from neighboring small airports. This finding is particularly notable because the spirit of
air service incentive programs – and the federal guidance permitting such programs – is to promote
and build air service at medium and small airports (Ryerson, 2016a). It is possible that, when a
hub airport actively expands their service offerings by incentivizing new routes, the local airports
suffer the effects of more travelers leaking to the large hub airport.

6.3 New Vehicle Technology and Automation
In a future with new vehicle technologies it is possible that travelers will value ground
access distance or time very little. Scholars surmise that automation, from connected vehicles that
assist drivers in finding the routes with the lowest traffic and maintain a safe distance from other
vehicles to autonomous vehicles which perform the driving function, will reduce a traveler’s
effective value of time (Krueger, Rashidi, & Rose, 2016; van den Berg & Verhoef, 2016). A long
drive to access an airport with higher levels of service may be of little consequence to a traveler
with an autonomous vehicle. If this is the case, and new vehicle technologies become widely
available, the coefficient on ground access time and distance might trend toward zero, thus
increasing the likelihood that a passenger leak to the substitute airport. If this is the case, then our
base estimates are actually a lower bound rather than an upper bound on the potential for airport
market leakage.

7. Conclusions
Our study finds the existence of airport market leakage from local airports to hub airports
100-300 miles apart. Our estimates suggest that 15.7%-31.8% of the total passengers living
proximate to a small or mid-sized airport have the incentive to leak; the range 10.8%-33.0% for
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travelers facing a non-stop itinerary from their local airport and 33.3%-85.1% for travelers facing
connecting travel. We find that passengers leaking from a local to a hub airport could contribute
1-2.75% of average daily highway traffic at heavily congested portions of the interstate highways
connecting airports and up to 10-12% of traffic on low density portions of the highway.
Our research indicates the strength of the connection between the air and intercity surface
transportation system and provides justification for integrated air-highway transportation planning.
Policies and actions by airports and airlines at large airports have significant implications not just
on neighboring local airports but on the interstate highway system; consider that the findings of
our study indicate that one possible cure for congestion on the highway is to increase air service
at a small local airport. Our findings on the significant link between the air and intercity
transportation system open up a new area of inquiry in the field of intercity transportation. While
there are institutions and scholars focused on the link between the local transportation system and
airports, few focus on the concept of long-distance airport access and airport market leakage. Our
study indicates that leaking from a local to a larger airport market is a widespread practice in which
travelers engage and one that has a significant impact on the surface transportation system and the
economic health of small metropolitan areas.
The results of this study help to shape the evolving role of airport managers in controlling
demand and delay at major hub airports and in building and managing air service at smaller airports
across the U.S. Small airport managers could stem market leakage by focusing not on building air
service to connecting hub airports but to new, unique destinations. This is a challenging prospect,
however, as small and medium airport managers have ben markedly less successful in building
new service in the recent years compared with large hub airports. The findings of our study also
indicate the complexity of the challenges large airport managers face: they must balance providing
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air service for their region against starving neighboring regions of air service and causing
increasing surface highway traffic. While we assert their role is complex, large airport managers
are not necessarily concerned with surface traffic or the health of small airports. Large airport
managers are well known for protecting their hub airline and trying to grow their airport to better
serve – and retain – that hub airlineiii. While our findings help broaden the solution space over
which an airport manager of a large airport may look to tackle congestion at a busy airport –
namely, encourage air traffic at a local airport to stem leakage – it may take the intervention of
federal regulators or a powerful megaregional planning body to actually encourage airport
managers to consider the implications of their plans on the health of the broader aviation system.
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Knoxville Airport is within 300 miles of Charlotte Airport yet the travel time is relatively high, as the two airports
are connected by I-40 which runs through the mountains of east Tennessee/west North Carolina.
ii Informal conversations with airport managers also provide support
iii Consider that Delta Air Lines continues to fight competition from local airports. In 2016 Delta agreed to extend
their lease at their hub in Atlanta once the City committed, in writing, not to operate a second commercial airport
(Kelly Yamanouchi, 2016a, 2016b).
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Figure 1. Local and substitute airport pairs, including their interstate connections.
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d) Phoenix and Tucson (Local Airport)

Figure 4. Percent of potential local airport passengers estimated to leak to a substitute airport. (High=High Values of Time for
Coefficients, Base=Base Value of Time for Coefficients.)
a) Atlanta and Local Airports (Local airports split between two graphs)
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b) Charlotte and Local Airports
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c) Dallas and Local Airports
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d) Phoenix and Tucson (Local Airport)
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